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Constraint�Based Testing was introduced
�fteen years ago� in the context of mutation
testing ���� to generate test cases by using
constraint solving techniques� In our previ�
ous work ��� ��� we built a constraint�based
model for generating automatically test data
that cover all the decisions of a C program�
Constraints are solved by using classical deduc�
tive methods such as domain reduction over ��
nite domains and complete labelling� However�
we found that some constraint systems can�
not be solved in a reasonable amount of time
with these techniques� Hence� we started look�
ing at Constraint�Based Local Search �CBLS��
a framework introduced by Michel and Van
Hentenryck �	�� to speed up the test data gen�
eration process in Constraint�Based Testing�
CBLS is a generic paradigm that proposes to
implement multiple Local Search techniques
such as Hill�climbing and simulated annealing
by using the high�level concepts of invariants
and di
erentiable objects� Invariants are sim�
ple relations expressed over incremental vari�
ables that must be maintained under assign�
ments of new values while di
erentiable objects
are relations that can be queried to evaluate
the e
ect of local moves� Their signi�cance
comes from the many algorithms that evalu�
ate the e
ect of various moves before selecting
the neighbor to visit� Unlike invariants� a dif�
ferentiable object can be queried through an
interface shown below to evaluate the e
ect of
local moves such as assignments and swaps�

Abstract class Constraint �
bool isTrue��� �� returns the Truth value of the Constraint
name�� getVariables��� �� returns the variables involved in the constraint
int violations��� �� returns its violation degree �constraint�dependant�
int violations�name x� � �� returns the viol� degree associated to a single variable
int getAssignDelta�name x	 int v� � �� returns the variation in the viol� degree when x evaluates to v
int getSwapDelta�name x	 name y� � �� returns the variation when variables x and y are swapped




Invariants and di�erentiable objects form the mod�
elling component of CBLS� The search component
aims at simplifying the implementation of heuris�
tics and meta�heuristics� It includes several inter�
esting control structures such as selectors	 abstrac�
tions to manipulate valuations and advanced sim�
ulation techniques� By separating the constraint
model and search component	 Constraint�Based
Local Search is a unique architecture that facili�
tate the implementation of local search�

Perspectives of this work include the implemen�
tation of CBLS within our testing tool and an ex�
perimental validation on large C programs�
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